The selection of red, passive galaxies in the early Universe is very challenging, especially beyond z ∼ 3, and it is crucial to constrain theoretical modelling of the processes responsible for their rapid assembly and abrupt shut-down of the star formation. We present here the analysis of ALMA archival observations of 26 out of the 30 galaxies in the deep CANDELS GOODS-South field that we identified as passive at z ∼ 3 − 5 by means of a careful and conservative SED fitting analysis. ALMA data are used to verify the potential contamination from red, dusty but star-forming sources that could enter the sample due to similar opticalnearIR colours. With the exception of a few marginal detections at <3σ, we could only infer upper limits, both on individual sources and on the stacks. We translated the ALMA continuum measurements into corresponding SFRs, using a variety of far-IR models. These SFRs are compared with those predicted by secondary star-forming solutions of the optical fits and with the expected position of the star formation Main Sequence. This analysis confirms the passive nature of 9 candidates with high confidence and suggests that the classification is correct for at least half of the sample in a statistical sense. For the remaining sources the analysis remain inconclusive because available ALMA data is not deep enough, although the stacking results corroborate their passive nature. Despite the uncertainties, this work provides decisive support to the existence of passive galaxies beyond z ∼ 3.
INTRODUCTION
The existence of massive, passively evolving galaxies at high redshift represents an arduous challenge to theoretical models of galaxy formation, that struggle to reproduce the observations (Fontana et al. 2009; Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Feldmann et al. 2016) . The abundance of these galaxies at different epochs is a crucial observable to constrain the different physical processes responsible for their rapid assembly and for the abrupt shut-down of their star formation activity. Theoretical simulations are indeed very sensitive to the detailed modeling of processes such as merger-driven starbursts or feedback (e.g. Menci et al. 2006; Hopkins et al. 2008; Choi et al. 2015) .
To better understand these delicate physical processes, it is important to define reliable samples to which compare theoretical predictions. This is not a straightforward task, especially at high redshift, where highly dust-enshrouded galaxies are much more abundant and well mimic the emission of red evolved ones (Brammer E-mail: paola.santini@inaf.it et al. 2009) . A number of selection criteria have been developed to this aim, such as colour-colour diagrams (e.g. Franx et al. 2003; Daddi et al. 2004; Wuyts et al. 2007; Martis et al. 2016) or SED fitting (e.g. Grazian et al. 2007; Fontana et al. 2009 ), and are mostly limited to relatively low-intermediate redshifts. Some of the candidates have been spectroscopically confirmed (e.g. Cimatti et al. 2004; Onodera et al. 2012; Whitaker et al. 2013) . In particular, the recent detection of a quiescent galaxy at z 3.7 provided crucial evidence of the existence of such objects even at z > 3 (Glazebrook et al. 2017; Schreiber et al. 2018b ).
While being relatively easy to implement, especially at high redshift where other techniques become hard and sometimes not applicable, selections based on colours may suffer from incompleteness. This is clearly demonstrated by our previous work (Merlin et al. 2018, M18 hereafter) , where we show that galaxies that have undergone an abrupt truncation of their star formation activity can remain outside the passive selection region of the U − V vs V − J diagram (Williams et al. 2009 ) for a few hundreds Myr. In M18 we performed a very accurate and conservative selection based on SED fitting, with an appropriate choice of the model star formation history (SFH), and selected a sample of 30 passive, red and dead galaxies at z > 3 in the GOODS-South field. Our analysis showed that the reliability of the selection depends also crucially on the details of the SED fitting method, such as the inclusion of emission lines or the full inclusion of redshift uncertainties, that may decrease the size of the sample by large factors. For this reason, and taking into account also other possible degeneracies between red dusty/star-forming and passive solutions, a more stringent verdict upon the lack of star formation is achievable through far-IR/submm observations, which are able to sample the cold dust emission, expected to be prominent in star-forming galaxies. In M18 we performed a sanity check by means of Herschel data, and found detection for 2 out of 30 candidates, potentially caused by hot dust emission from an AGN hosted in these two galaxies. However, Herschel observations only allow the detection of few, extremely starforming galaxies at these redshifts, while normal, Main Sequence (MS hereafter) galaxies would remain undetected in any case. In this paper, we make use of the rich ALMA archive to search for cold dust emission, hinting on-going star formation, around our candidates, and exploit the sub-mm inferred (limits on the) SFR to validate our classification, both on an individual basis and in a statistical sense.
The paper is organized as follows. We summarize our previous work and candidate selection in Sect. 2, describe the ALMA observations in Sect. 3, and derive the expected SFR based on these observations in Sect. 4. Finally, we present our results in Sect. 5 and draw our conclusions in Sect. 6. In the following, we adopt the Λ-CDM concordance cosmological model (H 0 =70 km/s/Mpc, Ω M =0.3 and Ω Λ =0.7) and a Salpeter (1955) IMF. All magnitudes are in the AB system.
CANDIDATES SELECTION
We briefly summarize here the strategy pursued in M18 to select candidate passive galaxies in the CANDELS GOODS-S field by means of SED fitting.
Our selection takes advantage of the deep and high quality photometry available in this field as well as of the sophisticated photometric measure techniques adopted (Merlin et al. 2015 (Merlin et al. , 2016 . In M18 we demonstrated that the known criterion based on the rest frame U − V vs V − J colours (UV J in the following) suffers from uncertainties due to the high redshift and extremely red colours of the desired candidates. In addition, we showed that the UV J criterion is physically inappropriate to take into account the short timescales for galaxies to become quiescent at z > 3, especially using the standard exponentially declining laws to model star-formation histories.
To face these issues, we adopted a SED-fitting technique assuming a "top-hat" star formation history, characterized by a period of constant star formation followed by an abrupt truncation of the star formation, that is set to zero thereafter. To estimate the reliability of our candidates we adopted a full statistical analysis, implementing a strict criterion based on the probability P of the χ 2 resulting from the fitted solution. For a galaxy to be selected as passive we require that the best fit solution is passive and has a probability P(χ 2 Q )>30% and that no star-forming solution with P(χ 2 S F )>5% exists. We have implemented this approach in three different flavours. First we have adopted naked Bruzual & Charlot (2003) models without any inclusion of nebular emission, and fixing the redshift at the photometric one (e.g., Grazian et al. 2007; Fontana et al. 2009 ). This choice results in a sample of 30 objects (dubbed S 0 hereafter). We have then added emission lines, self-computed on the basis of the ionizing flux of each template, as described in Castellano et al. (2014) and Schaerer & de Barros (2009) . The inclusion of solutions with strong emission lines changes the predicted shape of the spectral slope in the reddest bands, and strongly decreases the number of candidates to 10 (S 1 sample). Finally, we have also let the redshift free to vary, and removed from the sample the objects that have a plausible star-forming solution at a different redshift. This way we are left with only 2 objects in the sample (S 2 sample). This drastic reduction of the number of the 'bona-fide' candidates as we vary the spectral models used for the star-forming templates is found also in the whole CANDELS field, as we present in a companion paper (Merlin et al. 2018, in prep) . We remark that our method is quite conservative, as it retains only the objects that have both a quiescent best-fit solution and no plausible star-forming solutions.
Far-infrared data are fundamental to exclude the potential star-forming solutions for our candidates. In M18 we have searched for Herschel counterparts of our candidates and found detections for two of them. As discussed in Sect. 5, they turned out to be potentially obscured AGNs rather than star-forming galaxies. Herschel images are, however, not deep enough to probe normal star-forming galaxies at z > 3. Deep ALMA observations therefore provide, at present, the only tool for validating the passive solutions for our candidates. For this reason we have searched the ALMA archive for observations of the whole S 0 sample.
ALMA OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS
We have inspected the ALMA archive at the positions of our candidates, and found public observations for 26 out of 30 sources, belonging to a number of different programs, listed in Table 1 .
Among the 26 sources observed by ALMA are one of the two objects belonging to the S 2 sample (ID10578) and further 7 belonging to the S 1 sample ( ID2782, ID3912, ID8785, ID9209, ID17749, ID18180 and ID23626). The observed sources are listed in Table 2 .
The observations have been carried out in Band 6 and Band 7, with different sensitivities, setups and configurations. We have not used Band 3 and Band 4 observations as they do not add further information to the analysis (due to their shallowness and/or their dearth). Most of the sources are covered by more than one program, either in the same band or in a different one. We have stacked the sources observed more than once in the same band and we have combined the results from the different bands, as explained below.
Observations were calibrated with CASA (McMullin et al. 2007 ) using scripts provided by the ALMA project. Imaging was then performed using the multi-frequency synthesis algorithm implemented within the CASA task CLEAN. We used "natural" weightings and uv-tapers when needed, producing images with spatial resolution > 0.6 (see Table 1 ). This resolution was chosen following results from Franco et al. (2018) , who demonstrated that all sources are unresolved in their GOODS-S 0.6 -tapered mosaic (from which most of our sources are taken) and that the average size of galaxies at submillimetre wavelengths is 0.3 ± 0.1 . Our galaxies being in addition relatively compact in the near-IR (average R 1/2 ∼0.22 in the H band), we could securely assume that all were point-like sources in our ALMA images.
With this point-like source assumption, the flux of each candidate corresponds simply to the pixel value at its position in the primary beam-corrected ALMA image (in unit of mJy/beam). The associated flux error was measured by taking the standard deviation of all pixels in the map with similar coverage, i.e., pixels corresponding to primary beam corrections within +/-10% to that at the position of the candidate. In this procedure, we excluded pixels within one FWHM of the candidate and we applied a 3σ clipping method to avoid biases from the candidate and any other sources.
We report in Table 2 the flux measured for each object. As can be seen, we found no high-confidence (i.e., >3σ) detection on ALMA images for any of the candidates. For sources observed more than once in the same band, we have stacked the inferred flux densities by averaging the fluxes measured from different programs weighting them with the associated errors (the final sensitivity per beam was inferred as the standard error on the weighted mean). Despite the improved sensitivity achieved by stacking, none of the sources is detected at a significant confidence level, with only two sources marginally detected at ∼ 2 − 2.5σ in Band 7. With the exception of additional 5 measurements barely above the noise level (1-1.5σ), for the rest we could only infer upper limits.
We note that the number of 1 and 2σ detections is consistent with a normal distribution of the signal-to-noise ratio, i.e., is consistent with a sample of undetected sources: indeed, out of our 37 measurements (26 sources, some of which observed in both bands), one would expect ∼ 6 sources in the upper (> 1σ) tail of the S/N distribution, of which slightly less than one at > 2σ.
Finally we stacked all sources observed in the same band both over the entire redshift range and divided in two redshift bins (3 < z < 4 and 4 < z < 5). No detection is obtained in Band 7. Sources in Band 6 are only marginally detected ( 2σ, in both the 3 < z < 4 and 3 < z < 5 redshift bins). When stacking only sources which are individually undetected, a flux comparable with the noise level is measured at 3 < z < 5 in Band 6, while no detection is obtained at 3 < z < 4. The fact that no detection emerges even from the stacks allows us to exclude the possibility that a significant fraction of the undetected objects has flux at >1σ.
We show in Fig. 1 the stacked images in Band 6 and 7 obtained by averaging all individual images weighting them with the corresponding rms. The lack of detection at center can be clearly seen. Table 2 lists the ALMA program, band, actual measured flux and image sensitivity per beam for each of the 26 sources, together with their best-fit redshift and stellar mass. We also list the stacking results for the sources observed in the two ALMA bands, both considering all sources and only the undetected ones.
ALMA PREDICTIONS ON THE SFR
To quantify whether these observations are effective in discriminating against star-forming solutions, we have used ALMA observations to infer estimates of, or in most cases upper limits on, the dust-obscured SFR. To this aim, we computed the 1σ upper limits on the flux as the rms for any source with zero or negative measured flux, and as measured flux plus the rms for any source with a small amount of positive flux. If the measured flux is larger than the rms, the measurement is treated as a marginal detection. When using ALMA observations to individually validate the candidates, we adopt more conservative 3σ limits.
For candidates whose flux has been obtained by combining different ALMA images with slightly different frequency settings within the same band, we have computed the final band as a weighted average of the individual spectral windows covered by the different observations. The SFR has been computed from the total infrared luminosity between 3 and 1100 µm adopting the calibration of Kennicutt & Evans (2012) , adjusted to a Salpeter IMF using their conversion factor. We note that we do not take into account the contribution from old stellar populations to dust heating, that may be not negligible if our candidates are truly passive. The true SFRs are therefore likely to be lower than those inferred by us, hence our results have to be considered as conservative.
To obtain an estimate of or an upper limit on the total infrared luminosity we have adopted a number of different models available in the literature. As reference model we used the average SED of Michałowski et al. (2010) (M10) , based on a sample of 76 SMGs at 0.01 < z < 3.6 fitted with the GRASIL (Silva et al. 1998 ) model. We then considered the average SMG template of Pope et al. (2008) (P08), the two average SEDs fitted by Elbaz et al. (2011) (E11) for MS and Starburst (SB) galaxies, and the full libraries of Chary & Elbaz (2001) (CE01), Dale & Helou (2002) (DH02) and Schreiber et al. (2018a) (S18) . To reduce the number of free parameters of the latter library, we constrained the dust temperature and IR8 parameter (=L IR /L 8µm ) based on the source redshift following the recipes provided by the authors; we considered a template for a MS galaxy (R S B =S FR/S FR MS =1) and one for a starburst galaxy with R S B =4. The results obtained from the M10 model are reported in Table 2 . As we show later, the sub-mm based SFRs vary only mildly with redshift. This allows us to compute the SFR also for our stacked sources at the average redshift of each group of them, that we report in the lower part of Table 2 .
The application of different models yields a range of resulting SFRs, that are typically in the range 10 − 50M /yr, but that may span nearly a decade if we consider the full range of adopted models, especially when the two extreme S18 models are considered. This is clearly shown in Fig. 2 where we show the different IR SEDs obtained after normalizing the models to the observed (limiting) flux of the average source, obtained by stacking all candidates at 3 < z < 4 in the two ALMA bands. For a given ALMA flux, the total IR spectrum resulting from each model is clearly different, and hence the resulting SFR, that is derived from the total IR luminosity. We note in particular that the two S18 models predict a significantly higher total IR luminosity because the peak of their SED is at lower wavelengths than the other models. The S18 templates, built on Herschel and ALMA 0.5 < z < 4 detections, assume an increasing dust temperature with redshift, resulting in a mass-weighted temperature around 40-50 K at the redshift of our galaxies (and an even higher expected luminosity-weighted temperature, as discussed at length in Scoville et al. 2016) . We note, however, that our sources are undetected (or only marginally detected) at submillimeter wavelengths, hence not representative of the sample adopted to build the library. Moreover, the recent work of Gobat et al. (2018) fits a dust temperature of 21-25 K for z ∼ 1.8 quiescent galaxies. For these reasons, we believe that the S18 library is likely inappropriate and overestimates the SFR for our candidates. Finally, it is also clear from Fig. 2 that longer wavelength bands yield the most uncertain total IR luminosity, as they fall far from the peak of the grey body emission.
In the following we will refer to M10 as our reference model since it was built on red sub-mm sources (as could be the case of our candidates, though mostly below the sensitivity of ALMA images) at high redshift. Moreover, this model predicts SFRs that are somewhat intermediate with respect to all other models considered. Using our reference M10 model we find that the ALMA observations constrain the SFR of our objects to be typically below 40-50 M /yr. We combined measurements obtained from different bands in order to end up with a single value of the SFR for each source and for each model. When available, we used the detections or a weighted average of them, albeit we remind that these detections are in any case below 3σ. We verified their consistency with the limits, when limits and detections are available for the same source. When only upper limits are available, we took the most stringent one. The final SFRs used for the analysis are listed in Table 3 .
VALIDATING THE PASSIVE SOLUTIONS
We finally use the SFRs inferred above to validate the quiescent nature of our candidates, both individually and of the whole sample in a statistical sense.
Validation of robust individual candidates
We compare the ALMA-based SFRs to the SFRs predicted by the optical fit. Basically, to test whether our candidates were erroneously best-fitted by passive templates, we can check whether the alternative star-forming solutions are compatible or not with ALMA results.
To this aim, we have performed the SFR computation at any redshift between 0 and 6 to account for possible uncertainties in the photo-z fitting. The outcome of the analysis is reported in Fig. 3 , where we show the resulting (limiting) SFR at all possible redshifts for all 26 sources. As mentioned above, it is clear that the resulting SFR is an almost flat function of redshift (unsurprisingly, as the negative K-correction at sub-mm and mm wavelengths almost compensates for cosmological dimming). We compare the ALMAbased SFRs (at any possible redshift) to the SED fitting SFRs predicted by the star-forming solutions, ranked with their probability of reproducing the observed SED, as measured by the probability P(χ 2 S F ) of yielding the observed χ 2 in the fit to the optical-nearIR bands. The values with P(χ 2 S F )>5% are shown for each object in Fig. 3 in blue shades, while in grey are shown those with lower probability. Clearly, for each object the SED fitting SFRs are spread over a large range of potential values, so that clear-cut conclusions are difficult to reach. In addition, the values inferred from the far-IR models span almost a decade. For the sake of clarity, we show the full range of far-IR models only for the stacks, shown in Fig. 4 , but the same uncertainty applies to each individual source. Given the uncertainty associated with the choice of the IR template and the arbitrariness of the 5% threshold chosen to accept a solution as "plausible", it is almost impossible to extract a well-defined statistics. However, it is clear from the comparison reported in Fig. 3 that ALMA-based SFRs lend crucial support to the passive nature of our candidates.
Given these uncertainties, we apply here conservative criteria to confirm our candidates on an individual basis. We discard the S18 FIR model as, on the basis of the motivations above, it is likely inappropriate to describe our sources. We adopt our reference model M10, but we note that the results are unchanged with the assumption of the P08 FIR template, which predicts the highest SFR (with the exception of S18). We assume 3σ submillimetric limits for all sources. We apply a criterion based on the requirement that all the star-forming solutions with P(χ 2 S F )>5% are above the ALMA predictions. We find that in 9 out of the total sample of 26 candidates (i.e., 35%), 5 of which belonging to the most secure S 1 subsample (i.e., 63%), the star-forming fits predict star formation rates that are above, and often significantly larger than, the estimates derived from ALMA, implying that such solutions are implausible. We mark these individually confirmed candidates with a 'C' in Table 2 . We note that additional two sources (ID23626 and ID5592) just do not pass the selection, but the bulk of their optical fit solutions are anyhow above the 3σ curve. We also note that even the adoption of the most extreme, though likely inappropriate, model of S18 with R S B =4, results in the exclusion of only two of the 9 selected sources (not belonging to S 1 ). The fact that most SED solutions are so high is explained by the very red SEDs of these objects, which demand large amounts of dust to be fitted with a star-forming template. For this reason, this test is conservative itself as the SFRs obtained from the optical fits are known to be likely underestimated for extremely red and dusty sources (e.g., Santini et al. 2009 ). For the remaining, unconfirmed candidates the comparison is inconclusive, as the values of SFR predicted from the fit are lower than for the other sources, often because of the lower amount of dust necessary to fit the observed colour, and cannot be excluded by ALMA limits. We only find a couple of exceptions (ID7688 and ID15457) where ALMA-based SFRs are formally consistent with the star-forming solutions of the optical fit.
Validation of the whole population in a statistical sense
While only 9 candidates can be individually confirmed with high confidence, more information can be drawn from the data that can be used to extract a statistical evaluation of the sample. To this aim, we adopt 1σ limits. We notice that, according to a Gaussian statistics, in 16% of the undetected sources the limit may be too optimistic, and these sources may be erroneously classified as passive. However, this would not change the global results.
First of all, we take advantage from the stacking results to study the population as a whole. We perform a similar test on the stacked sources in the two ALMA bands. The stacked SFRs are compared with the collection of star-forming solutions of all sources included in the stacks. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . We can claim that our candidates are on average consistent with being passive, i.e. the ALMA (limiting) SFR is lower than the starforming solutions of the optical fit (we note that the low SFR tail in the solutions are essentially given by one single source in each of the stacks, i.e., ID10759 for Band 6 and ID2608 for Band 7).
A second, somewhat independent approach to statistically validate the sample is the comparison of the ALMA derived SFRs with those predicted by placing the objects on the star-forming MS. Rather than relying on the SFR derived from the fit to the optical-nearIR bands, in this case we use the stellar mass estimated for our candidates (that is usually considered a more robust measurement than the star formation rate, Santini et al. 2015) and evaluate whether these objects have a SFR lower than their siblings of the same stellar mass -i.e., if they lie on the observed MS for star-forming galaxies, or below it. The result of this comparison is shown in Fig. 5 , where we plot the observed (i.e., not corrected for the Eddington bias) MS of star-forming galaxies at the same redshifts as inferred from the HST Frontier Fields data by Santini et al. (2017) . Of the six marginally detected sources, three fall in the quiescent area, i.e. are located below the lower 3σ percentile of the distribution of star-forming galaxies, one is 1σ below the MS and two (ID7688 and ID15457, none of the two belonging to the most secure S 1 sub-sample) are consistent with the MS. However, the latter have with huge error bars, especially extending into the pas-sive region of the diagram, that prevent any conclusion. Three/nine among the upper limits indicate that the candidates are at least 3σ/1σ below the MS. For only a couple of sources the limit on the SFR falls significantly above the MS, basically because of their low stellar mass. In total, given their stellar mass, the SFRs predicted by ALMA place 13 (6) candidates, 6 (4) of which belonging to the S 1 sample, at least 1σ (3σ) below the MS or around this threshold. The passive classification is on average confirmed at 1σ for at least 50% of the sample. We note that, with the exception of the two extreme templates of S18 (see discussion above), these numbers are solid against the uncertainty in the modelling of the FIR spectrum.
On the upper panels of Fig. 5 , we also show the average SFR derived from stacking all undetected sources observed in the same ALMA band (whose values are listed in the lower part of Table 3 ) as large red symbols. The average sources observed in both bands lie below the 2σ lower envelope of the distribution and in one case below 3σ, suggesting that our candidates undetected by ALMA are on average correctly classified as passive even when submillimeter data are not deep enough to draw conclusions.
Final considerations
It is important to remark that the two analyses yield consistent results, in that they both identify a subsample of more secure passive candidates and one made of sources for which the inferred limits on the SFR are not stringent enough to draw firm conclusions, although the stacking results seem to corroborate their passive nature. This can be clearly seen on the lower panels of Fig. 5 : the objects for which the submm-based SFRs are (much) lower than those allowed by the star-forming solutions of the optical fit (green symbols) populate the passive region of the SFR-stellar mass diagram while those whose ALMA limits do not exclude the star-forming solutions (purple symbols) lie around (or above) the MS. As mentioned, with both approaches, the results of the stacks yield tighter constraints.
It is interesting to note that the present analysis corroborates the interpretation of galaxies recently quenched by the emission of their still actively radiating nucleus for two of our candidates. Indeed, to exclude contamination from red, dusty sources, in M18 we searched for FIR emission on Herschel observations, and found a detection for two of the strongest candidates (ID10578 and ID3973). After a careful analysis of their optical and X-ray emission, we attributed the FIR emission to a dust-obscured AGN hosted at their centre. The much fainter and marginal detection at submm wavelengths confirms that Herschel fluxes are likely caused by host dust heated by the central nucleus rather than cold dust heated by newly formed stars.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a follow-up analysis of the passive galaxy candidates selected at high redshift (z=3-5) by our previous study (M18) by means of SED fitting of optical-nearIR bands. Starting from a sample of 30 candidates in the GOODS-S field, we found ALMA archival observations for 26 of them, in Bands 6 and Band 7. None of the individual sources is robustly (i.e., >3σ) detected in the sub-mm, the large majority of sources being below the noise level. Indeed, the few marginally detected sources are consistent with belonging to the tail of the Gaussian noise distribution. No significant detection is obtained even by stacking sources observed in the same ALMA band. This allows us to exclude the possibility that a significant fraction of undetected objects has actually flux at >1σ. From the flux and rms measured on the ALMA images, we derived estimates of, or in most cases upper limits on, the SFR, that we use to validate the passive nature of our candidates, both individually and in a statistical sense.
Firstly, we compared the sub-mm based SFRs with the starforming secondary solutions of the optical fits. For nine candidates the star-forming solutions are rejected by the ALMA observations adopting the most conservative assumptions, i.e., adopting 3σ upper limits and the FIR models providing the highest SFRs (with the exception of S18 model that we deem inappropriate to describe our sources). These sources are individually confirmed with high confidence. Secondly, we used the ALMA-based (limits on the) SFRs to compare the location of our candidates with respect to the star formation MS, given their stellar mass: 50% of the candidates are placed below the 1σ distribution of star-forming galaxies, and 23% (6 out of 26) fall in the quiescent area (i.e., 3σ below the MS). The results of the two tests overlap very nicely. While for the remaining, unconfirmed, candidates the comparison is inconclusive because the available sub-mm data is too shallow to draw firm conclusion, the stacking results suggest an overall passive nature for our sample.
Although the exact quantification of the fraction of confirmed candidates depends on the details of the analysis and of the models, we can reach the following conclusions from our study:
• ALMA observations lend decisive evidence to the quiescent nature of our passive candidates, that clearly show a distribution of SFR that is inconsistent with the typical one at these redshifts; • currently available ALMA archive observations are not deep enough to individually confirm most of our candidates with high confidence; however: • we can individually confirm 9 candidates out of 26 (35%) adopting conservative assumptions; • the stacking analysis and the lack of reliable detections corroborate the passive nature of the remaining part of the sample, at least in a statistical sense; • at least half of the sample is located at least 1σ below the Main Sequence; • these results confirm the existence of passive galaxies in the early Universe (z > 3) and • validate the robustness and reliability of the selection technique developed by our previous analysis (M18), in particular when the most conservative selection criteria are adopted.
In the next future, JWST observations not only will improve the selection of passive galaxy candidates at high z (M18), but will also make it possible to finally confirm them by means of a spectroscopic analysis. Santini et al. (2017) . Dotted lines are 1σ above and below the MS (estimated from the observed 0.3 dex scatter), while the dashed line is 3σ below it. In the upper panels, white circles and stars denote observations in Band 6 and Band 7, respectively. Blue symbols show the individual sources and large and thick red symbols show the stacks of the undetected sources in each redshift bin. In the lower panels, green symbols represent objects whose passive nature is individually and robustly confirmed by ALMA at ≥3σ, i.e., objects whose SFR predicted by ALMA at any redshift is below any possible star-forming solutions of the optical fit with an acceptable probability (P(χ 2 S F )>5%). Purple symbols show objects for which ALMA observations may be consistent with the star-forming solutions with P(χ 2 S F )>5%, but that are inconclusive because of too shallow sub-mm data. See text and Fig. 3 for details.
